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Introduction
	 /2*
During more than 300 years of observing the heavens with the
telosoope, only optical astronomy has explored the universe. How-
ever, in the second third of our century astronomy has acquired
new eyes for observing the cosmos. The development of radioastro-
nomy and later the advnnt of space travel have opened up unexpected
regions of the electromagri qtic spectrum and have made astronomy
less dependent or the optical window into the universe.
The first step was taken by Jansky in 1931 when he discovered
the ultrashortwave radiation from the Milky 14ay while seeking
the source of atmospheric disturbances of radio re(,, eption. However,
it was only in 1946 after the Second World War g hat the first radio
source Cyg A was discovered. In 1949 Tau A was identified with an
optical object, namely the Crab Nebula.
The peaceful use of V2 rockets was the signal for opening up
the atmospheric mantlo which surrounds us. The x-ray region of the
electromagnetic spectrum was the first such extratermstrial region
to be investigated. In 1948 solar x-ray radiation was discovered
by means of films carried outside the Earth's atmosphere by an
aerobee rocket. During the next 10 years more precise investiga-
tion of solar x-ray radiation disclosed that possible stellar flux
la, far below what could be detected at that time. Thus ,  in 3.962
Giacconi et al (Giacooni 62) attempted to measure the fluorescence
radiation of the Moon. On this flight, the first extrasolar x-ray
source, Sco-XI, the strongest source in the x-ray firmament, was
accidentally discovered in the neighborhood of the galactic center.
Assuming that the radiation came from a nearby star (approximately
10 narsecs distance), it was necessary to postulate a star with an
x-ray luminosity 1.0 3 times greater than that of the sun--a pheno-
nienon previously unknown and totally unexpected.
Numbers in margin indicate paSination of :f: reign text.
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Further rocket and balloon flirhto followod in the next fow
years. The Moon ooeultlatlon experiment by Bowyer et al, 1,964
(Bowyer 611) is noteworthy since it involved the first successful
identification of an x-ray -Oource, again tics Crab Nebula.
In 1970, the first x-ray sa
more than circa 300 cosmic x-ray
satellites wove placed In orbit.
sources are known which have the
tollite ) U11URU, was launched and
sources were catalorc,ied. Further
Today several thousar y d x-ray
most varied emission mechanisms:
remnants of supernovas, pulsar v-,., white dwarfs, neutron stars.,
quasars, galaxies and possible black holes. Many of them provide
us with knowledge about the old are of stars and others instruct us
about now aspects of cosmology.
This tumultuous development was further accelerated In recent
years by the application of Jmaging mirror systems, In 	 H.
Wolter described a mirror system which was originally designed for
x-ray microscopy. This system consisted of an elongated para-
boloid with an attached coaxitell and confocal hyperbolo.1d (of. Figure
A.1). In this layout the total external reflection of the x-ray
spcotrui-a is oxploitod oven In the case of glancing Incidence.
r 4
P //
Vigure A.l. Mirror telescope after 11. Wolter
This technique was adopted for the first time by Glacconi and
Rossi in 1960 (Giacconi 60) as the result of their investigation
of possible imaging systems for use in x-ray astronomy,
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IUntil 1978, Wolter telescopes were principally employed to A
study the solar corona on high altitude rockets and, finally, on
a skylab mission. However ., in the EINSTEIN Observatory (HEAD-:),
astronomers now have a mighty instrument at their disposal for
investigating	 11, ting the total x-ray sky. It has 10 times the sensiti-
vity of UHURU and a resolution of seconds of are, so that it is
competitive with optical telescopes.
In March of last year when the Astro 4/2 payload was launched,
the development of a first series of x-ray telescopes at the Max
Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics (MPE) was concluded.
Three instruments with a diameter of 32 am were built and tested.
One of these telescopes, which was launched with a skylark rocket,
transmitted among other things an	 of the supernova residue
Puppis A. This image was fairly well rosolved both spatially as
well as spectrally.
Truemper et al (Truemper 79) have described the goal of the
present efforts of the M7E x￿ray group: to build the big gest x-ray
telescope to date, a telescope W.1 th an 90 am aperture, and to
launch it by the end of 1984 into Earth orbit on the German. x-ray
satellite ROBISAT. With substantially better sensitivity and re-io-
lution than e. S. UHURU, ROBISAT should carry out a complete sur-
vey of the sky ,  and it is anticipated that some 10^ new sources
will be discovered. Just as in the case of the EINST.SIN Observa-
tory diverse known sources are also to be investigated more closely.
Besides the requirement of good resolving power, above all
stringent demands are imposed on the dispersion propertl,es of the
telescope. The roughness of the surface in particular is respon-
sible for broad lobes in the point image function which reduce the
image contrast. Pbenomenonologicallyo this scattering can be inter-
preted as the diffraction of x-rays on a statistical grating when
the intensity and angular distribution depend on the defining quan-
tities of the grating (e.g., the mean density and the mean grating
constant),
3
IIn conjunction with the preparations for the 80 crt) telescope,/5
the present paper Is concerned with the dispersion of wavelength
and the angles of incidence as well as with the nveciae dotetvmin-
ation of the surfaco parameters of x-ray mirrors which are extr,:,trtiely
well polished. Initially, the paper had two goals: an inquiry con-
cerning the physical nature of x-ray scattering on surfaces ., and
an effort to improve the technical kipplicat l oi, of' scatt rin , t'.,ieory.e r
In pr(vriotts research at this institute (Lenz en 78, Ondrusch 78).,
the validity of the scalar ;' .- hoory of surface scattering in the wide
0
x-ray ref^ion down to circa 5 A Ooaamo clear. However
.
, the firm
of C. Zeiss improved tb-p
 technology of manufacturing the x-ray
mirrors to the point that the stray flux was hardly distinguishable
from the experimental background. Therefore,, this paper includes
search Vor better means of diagnosis. The second goal was the
simplificat-ion of the Iterative process for producing, complicated
mi rror syotems	 Previously., the quality of a mirror could only be
tested adequately in the vacuum test facility of the MPE. As a
result, it was necossavy to tranaport a mirror system being tested
up to five times back and forl'b from Oie point of manufacture to
the test site. Such a procedure would be too expen sive and tisky
when constructing the four-fold nested 80 em telescope. There-
fore., the scattering properties of mirrors were also to he invest-
igated for hither enorgy radiation whose absorption by air is very
small. Assuming the validity of the scatterinS theory, the con-
clusions reached in work shop testing in the air could then be
extrapolated Immediately to the x-ray region of interest during
actual use.
Besides the above mentioned scalar theory (Beckmann 6 3) for 16
describing the scattering,, of x-rays on polished surfaces ., based
on the so-called physical optics method, there is a vector theory
(Ray l.-_igh 07) which takes into account the polarization of the
incident and reflected radiation. In Section B, we shciv that these
two theories are equivalent in the special case of interest for
this paper,, i.e., the case involving, slig , ht scattering of x-ray
radiation by statistically rein  surfaces.
171) The theory of iwatterin
B.1 The tatistically rough surface
This chapter is based on the paper by Church (79a) to which
rofer(n'we is again made later. Figure B.1.1 ,fetches the 6catter-
inr of an electromarnotic wave on a rourh surface, the coordinate
syotom used and the designation of the angles, involved, Suppose
that ach point (x, y) has a deviation h(x, y) from the matho-
Ynatical piano such tliat tbe xy-pliane describes I-Wee-isely the aver-
o plane throup,
	 faec,h the sur:
1	
II(x,y) (Ndv	 11	 0
A
Here A indicates the illuminated surface. The angular braelte.,ts
doflno the average over the surface
Figure B.1,1: The genmetry of scattering on a rough
•	 si,;rf ace
Tho microrourbness a is defined as the mean square devia-
tion from the ideal plane
5
A
A
0 ir, thu-s cimultaneously the variance of the heirlit distribution
w(-.) , This or)ecifies the relative probability that the height 0
occurs. The covariance function B(T) describes, the lateral dio-
trIbution of the unuvennesses, on the surPoce:
B ( T	 'C'11 N
together Witt) 1 2	 (x 1 -x 2) 2 + (Y 1 `Y2)2 or its normed eqviv,alont,
the autocorrolation fUtICtiOn O(T)##
2.1.11
Tho correlation length T is the value oV T for which the aorre1.a-/8
tion function decreases to the value IA.
In. a plane wave Cj strilco tbo surface under tho incidence
angle a and let, the wave vector	 lie in the xz-plank'. K
describos the propagatinf-, wave which is no longer necessarily
plane due to scattering. Lot y be the angle between the plane of
Incidence and the plane of emergence_, and 1 
	 a + ►,I) be the emer-
gent anSle,
For the vector theory which is to be treated later ,  the dif'r-
event forms of the power spectrum of the surfa(, ,g are also needed.
The power spectrum (PSD) is the mean squar,: of the amplitude of
the two-dimensional blourier transform, of the surface as a function
of the wave numbers p and q:
2.1.5
Thus, the surface is expanded in a Fourier series in the surface
wave numbers. The PSD Is a measure of bow often the frequency
combination (p, q) occurs on the surface. 	 P=2Tt/d X and 9=2TL/d Y
where d x and d y are the respective surface wavelengths,
There are t wo opoe.Val	 of 
the 
PSD^ one foil a 0110-dimen-
0,10nal POI)fll
P. 1.6	 19
and the 
other 
for an isotropic ourface:
D 2.1. 7
wnero r 10 tho vector sum of p arid qq, r	 p + q
Jo
 
Jo the null order Bossel function,
The covariance function B(T) and tho two spectral densities
W I (P) and W R (q), ar,;^ second order statistical functions and they
are all an expression of the vamo physical fac*t. They are inter-
related through oimple inter)ral transforms. This interrelation-
ship is shown in Figure B.1.2 (Church 79a).
Fj.gure B.1.2: Interrelationship of the statistical. functions(Church 79a)
Here the symbols, F ., Ll and A on the exterior arrows denote /10
reopeativoly the Fourier, Ilankel and Abel transform*, An an
example, let us conaider the tranoformin t- I nn of the covariance
function into the two power spectra:
112 (r)	 (r	 2.1.9
0
Howtiver, when measuring real surfacoo
obtained, the simplicity or the cor)vervion
should, be taken cum grand salio. Tt ohoul,
to out-off offeets and limited resolution,
strangoly washed out at times (Church 79a,
'tl. r) ) .
and reducinS the data
betwoon these functions
I be remembered that due
the results can be
O,hurch 79b, Elson 69,
p .2 The scalar theory	 oirface scattelling
The scalar theory of the transition of k-.n eloatromarnetic wave
on the boundary surface of two media is based on the Kirchhoff
approximation to the boundary conditions for the Helmholtz into-
rral--the so-callod method of physical opti rl, o. At each point P
of the separation surface, the electromagnetic field is approxi-
mated by the field on the associated tangent plano, This approx-
imation is valid provided that the radius of curvature at P is
larre compared to the wavelength of the incident radiation:
4 Ti r Q, sin  a	 X	
2.2.1
This method bas been applied repeatedly in all details to
statistically rough. surfaces (Beckmann 63, Lenzen 78, Olarniglia
79). Therefore, following Beckmann's formulation, I shall present
here only the salient results.
To begin with, some definitions:
A.Let the momentum transfer from k u to k__ ' be v ­^,k1	 2	 1 - },2
8
VkF
V
V z
2
xy
A projection fai
Y
Y
V	 i Vx
,.top V derived by Beckmann Ui river, by
+	 4	 J	 Y
-1 4
The factor which ouoentially determines the acattorinr conoti-
tuont to:
0 v	 k	 . . ..	 2.2.4	 lio
Next, Beckmann (Issumes that the altitudes are normally distributed:
WIN)
From equations 6, Ohnvtoij 5.2, and 3a, Chapter 5.3 of his paper,
wo obtain the.' Pollowing, equation for the point image function of
the mirror:
t 0
w
1101n, 11' Is 
the total reflected intensity, dw the solid angle ele-
ment cos (a + 0 d(a -r ^) dy and A is the coherent illuminated
surface. The remain l ng quantities have already been dofined in
the preceding part.
In relation to the total reflected intensity, the Intensity
derived from Equation 2.2.6 and scattered into a solid angle ele-
ment, is made up of two parts. The first term on the right side
is the coherent part reflected in the specular direction (^=y=O).
The second part ,  which is henceforth called the dispersion balo
furnishes the intensity of the radiation scattered in the given
direction.
9
Next, lot us discuss the opevular direction. The total ap pe-
ular reflected intensity is
T ,
'13 1 	 2.2.
where
0
This extremely important result, which is similar to the Rayl,,^Irh
criterion, can also be obtained by meant of other formulations
(B-3), As early as 1961, it was applied to surfaces of optical
quality (Bonnet 01). It provides a 1simple method for detorminint-,
the micro roughneas of a surface:
-In	
ir	
21t-'in-A
	 2.2,9	 /13
The second term of the right side of 2.2.6, the dispersion
halo, is *till somewhat unclear, However, the integral over the
liessel function can be calculated for every given autocorrolation
function, Tn D.11., this to carried out for Weveral examples.
For the spocial case of small scattering ((T0 	 1) the sum over
in can boy broken off after the first term with the following; result;
"I1	 dT	
J (v	 It	 2.2.10s c at	
A 0 
2	 (1 XY
The integral
of the covariance
PSD 
2 
W 2 (v xy ). For
Fob' . In this ca
halo
over the Bessel function is the Hankel transform
function and is known from B.1 as the isotropic
torazing incidence ( a <ei ) jr, becomes equal to g
3e, we have a simple expression for the dispersion
2ry
1	 di	 1631  
2	
{vi i, ) 4
T r V^ . seat !""I  	 2.2.11
Thus .,	 the special case of small scattering distribution merely
reproduces the power spectrum of the surface evaluated for the
local wavelength given by d zz 2 iz / v 
XV	
The leading factors are
purely geometric factors by means of which the form of the factor
10
given in 2.2.8 is discussed in the literature (Garcia 79, Hill 78,
Garibaldi 75)•
Besides the criterion 2.2.1 which restricts the validity of
the Kirchhoff approximation to large radii of curvature, Beckmann
Introduces some further simplifications:
1. Assume that the change in the gradient of the surface is
so small that the Fresnel reflection coefficient for the microsco-
pic angle of incidence, namely
	 5 , R( 3 ) can be replaced by R(a
the coefficient for the macroscopic angle of incidence.
2. Shading effects and multiple scattering are neglected.
	
/14
3. Let the incident wave be plane and linearly polarized.
Let the E vector lie in the plane of incidence.
4. Only the remote radiation field is considered, i.e., assume
that the point of observation is so far from the surface that the
scattered waves can be considered as plane waves.
B.3 The first order vector theory of per-tubation 	 /15
The scalar theory of surface scattering treated in the last
section is valid;
 over a wide domain of surface roughness and wave-
lengths, Thus, e.g., the scattering of radio waves on the Earth
and the Moon can be described just as wall as the scattering of
x-rays on polished surfaces. In this connection, pure scattering
is defined by the mechanism in 2.2.7. For small scattering
(ko << 1) there results a quadratic dependence of scattering on
the product of roughness, wave number and incidence angle witbl'ScA/Zr
=Co
For x-ray scattering on highly polished surfaces, only the
F
	
	
case of a relatively smooth surface and a consequent slight amount
of scattering is ..nteresting. Here some of the approximations
built into the Beckmann theory are unnecessary and a precise vector
11
formalism can be derived. In contrast to the scalar theory, the
vector theory considers the polarization states of the incident
and emergent radiation.
In the smooth surface limit, the intensity dispersed into the
solid angle element dw in the direction (^,y) in relation to the
total incident intensity I i is given by
y ( i	 4 k 4 	 N in a f., i n	 OL 4 , LP	 Q W, ( V V)	 2.3.1
This equation represents the first term of the expansion of
the scattering; 	 terms of the quantity (k a ) 2 according to the
vector perturbation theory and is a generalization of the original
result obtained by Rayleigh (Rayleigh 07, Barrick 70). It decom-
poses into factors which illustrate the physics incorporated: K11
is the so-called Rayleigh blue-sky factor, the angle functions are
projection factors, Q is dependent on material and polarization
properties only and W is the power spectrum of the surface which
is known from 2.1.5, evaluated for the surface wave numbers giv-n
by 2.2.2. The total dependence of the scattering on the topolotiy/16
of the surface is thus concealed in the surface factor Wvx , v y )I
In the case of scattering on a statistically rough surface,
W(v x , v y ) can be replaced by W 2 (v xy ), the Isotropic power spectrum
(of. 2.1.7).	 1
In general, Q is a complicated function of the incident and
emergent angles, the incident and emergent polarization states and
the complex indices of refraction of the separation surface. How-
ever, in the limiting case of glancing incidence, Q converts into
the Fresnel reflection coefficient R(a). A comp ,;tvison with the
total reflected intensity yields a simpler form of 2.3.1;
d
dI 
seat	
4 0 a ( a + yP) 2 14 (VXY
	
2.3.2
2 
Next, let us introduce a leading factor F C corret:,ponding to
2.2.3:
12
F C	 1 + LP/ a	 2.3.3
Than we obtain:
(^-K)
	
4
 
k`)  a 3 W (v	 2d w seat
	2 XY	 C	 2.3.4lr
In order to obtain the integral dispersion component, we
must integrate 2.3.4 over dw.-
s	 L - 4 Tt ( dl	 d 	
se - at,
scatro	 r	 2.3.5
This is possible in the case of a small scattering angle (F,=i).
10 1 1 0111 2.1.7 we obtain:
to
	 2
W2 (v 
XY ) d W
	 2.3.6
Ilenee	
0
S zz: 4 K-4 a3 —o' 2 =0 
coo0
2.3.7
This is the integral criterion which corresponds to 2.2.8.
In the original Beckmann theory, a normal distribution of heights
was assumed; here the result is obtained without any such distri-
butlon assumption. However ., it is easy to show that in the limit-
ing case of the scalar theory for small roughnesses, the integral
statements are likewise independent of -the height distribution of
the surface.
A comparison of the angular distribution of the scattering
according to the vector theory (2.3.4) with the result obtained
from the scalar theory (2.2.11) shows an extensive agreement:
In both cases, the dependence of scattering on the topology
of the surface is described by the isotropic power spectrum den-
sity W 2 (v xy ).
The Beckmann asymmetry factor F can be developed into F= 1+^)/2a
for (a,q) <<I). Hence, F4 = F2 up to the second order of ^/a.
c
13
From a comparison of the loading factors ., we obtain an
expression fox ,
 the norinalizinfo, factor A ., which is somewhat not
inuuitive in the Bockmann. thoory:
2
A
,1.3.8
Both the dtfferontizrli and integral statements of t./ie two
,theories concerning the scattering of x-rays on statistically rough
surfaces agree in the limiting caso of small rouglinesses and small
scattering angles. For large scattoring anf , les ,  the two statements
still arreo tip to tbo second order of ^/a.
R. 1  Summary of the scattorinLr, thoory_11loor
Here In summary fashion we shall prekiont again the most impor-
tant equations used.	 From the scatt grinr component ., the micro
,liness can beroul- determined as:
^ S_0 _*	 - ,
2 1  J 2.4.1
The point image function of the mirror, is
x
-	 jZ)
d
r
=	 ( 1 - qo )	 6 (	 `1? , Y 41, 
.1	
CA X 2.4.
The split image function is the point Image function integrated
over y and It contains the one-dimonsional power spectrum:
I	 d q) q) a 11	 (v)	 F 2.11.3r 1
For later appli,-ation, we shall now calculate sumo examples
of power spectra from their covariance functions. Because of
their mat-hematical simplicity, we shall consider the following
two covariance functions:
I I J)	 exponential
	 2.4 .4
Gaussian	 2 . 4 .5
From 2.1.8, we obtain:
W (v)	 2.4,6
14
	W (V)	 1^1 -
	 0 2r1
	
2	 2011.72-
where v r- v	 ij , y -0)	 k
Analogously from 2.1.9:	 /19
1	 0 2	 T
	
)	 Z' --	 - -'i^ 
--^ U 2(1+	
2.11.8W (v
	
2 XY 1	 2 Tt	 )(Tvxy
	 2.4.9
CE
2
W2(vxy)2 	 0 T2 exp	 (Tv %Y12) 
2
B.5 The normal distribution of heights and the ex onential auto-
correlation
In treating statistically rough surfaces, it was assumed in
Chapter B.2 that the hoights were normally distributed. By measur-
ing surfac p s with optical quality, Eastman et al (Eastman 74) and /20
Elson (Elson "9) obtained the best fit with an exponential auto-
correlation function, in comformity with Lenzen's results (Lenzen
78). To test these assumptions, a bad sample (rms roughness- circa
170 A) was measured with the Perthometer. Here the point of the
stylus instrument had a diameter of 1 pin and the measurement range
was circa 2 min. Figure B.5-1 shows the profile of the measured
heights and the r--suiting; height distribution.
RII O ro rlI
Figure B.5.1; The sufrace profile measured with the Pertbometer
15
A good approximation to the diotribution of heights can be
obtained by means of a Gaussian function with a variance of circa
0170 A. The autocorrelation calculated according to 2.1.3 exhibits
a period corresponding to approximately half the measurement range
and a shortwave period of circa ^jO pm. These effects could be the
rosult of the ir,:)erfection of the sample referred to in B.I. For
this reason, otatements about the autocorrelation function are
meaningful only in the region r<50 pm. Figure B.6, 11 shows C( ,r)	 121
In the region up to 100 om . Between 0 and 50 tam a Gaussian
curve with Tg = 25 and an exponeritlal curve with T
	 30 Pm were
fitted. As the figure shows, C(T) is more closely approximated by
the exponential c"rvo,
All,
Figure B. Vii. R: Distribution 	 Figure B.5-3: The autocorrela-
Of heights	 t:,on function
In Chapter D.4, further comparisons of different autocorrel-
ation functions were made. These also turn out In favor of an
exponential curve.
C. Measurements on samples of plane mirrors
C.1 Description of the measurement procedure
The measurements of x-ray scattering were carried out at the
two test installations of the MPE, PANTER and ZETA. These facilities
3.6
1.5
XP
0	 20	 40	 60	 80
MICRON *
Figure B.5.14: The autocorrelation function for small eorrela-
tion lengths.
have been described by Aschenbach et al (Aschenbach 79). The
general measurement assembly is shown in Figure C.1.1,
A+­­ S	 0,	 D
/22
SOURCR	 COU R-IAWR	 MIRROR
	 DE'rEVOR
Figure C.1.1: Layout of the measurement apparatus
A focusing; 	 generates a characteristic spectrum of soft
x-rays. By means of two slits, one of which is 0.15x20 mm 2 , and
the other 0.10xlO mm 2 , a beam with divergence of five and 10 seconds
of arc is reflected on the sample mirror so that the field is cut
down. At, a distance of about 3.4 m from the mirror, the dispersion
distribution is begun with a proportional counter tube having a
17
0.1000 mm` entrance slit and is compared with the profile of the
direct beam. Since Wt x-rays are absorbed in air, it is necess-
ary to make the measurements at aspr 	 of circa 10-5 mm Hg.
The adjustment of the equipment and the mirror is as follows:
The optical axis of the equipment is defined by two laser beams
which are incident on each other. The collimeter slit is measured
by their diffraction patterns and lined up. The parallelism of the
slit is ensured by the diffraction patterns which are placed hori-
zontally. The laser beam which K reflected by the mirror must Q23
also lie in the plane defined by the optical axis and the diffrac-
tion patterns. The manipulator which provides for the turning of
the mirror about the z-axis was calibrated by means of the laser.
By means of the x-ray beam, the mirror is placed parallel to the
optical axis in a vacuum. It is then moved into the path of the
rays until it shades half of the intensity. Next, the mirror is
yarned about the z-axis until the intensity is a maximum. The do-
sirod grazing angle is set with respect to the zero setting thus
defined; then the mirror is again placed in the middlo of the direct
beam and from there to moved approximately half the projected
length of the mirror. Then the counter tube is used to determine
the maximum intensity of the direct beam. The beginninS of the
scattering distribution in the plane of the detector is regulated
by means of an HP 9630 processing computer. A dynamic measuring
procedure is used here in which the integration time in each case
and the density of the measurement points for the anticipated distri-
bution are matched. The duration of a measurement is approximately
two hours. Figure 0.1.2 provides an example of the measurement of
a scattering distribution. The break down of the measurement range
(±y )and the density of the measured points together with the inte-
gration time in each case are shown in Table 1.
Normally, the maximum scattering angle measured 20 1 , and in
the case of the sample 384, 60 ,
 (cf. C-2).
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Table 1. Dof init ion of the moasuremont range
The measurement data were evaluated on the one hand in an
online computer (raw data evaluation), and on the other hand, they
wore recorded on tape and later evaluated at the IBM computer
installation (cf. D-3). To evaluate the raw data exponential func-
tions were fitted to the measurement points in S
+ 
and S then the
total scattering intensity was treated as the sum of six terms:
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locat X S1 + 82 + 83 + 8 1  + 85 + S6	 3.1.1
S0 I the extrapolation from -a to
82: the intogral over the meanurement points in 8_
83: the extrapolation from -;? to 0 minutes of are
84: the extrapolation from 0 to 2 minutes of are
S5: the integral over the measurement pointo in S+
S6: the extrapolation from ^ 
0 
to +C0
The integral scattering component was:
S = Iscat / I r
Mere the total rej'lected intensity I r'was the integral over	 /25
the entire set of measurement points plus the extrapolations Sl
and S6. All terms were corrected for a background of 0.0 r) counts/
see in the case of PANTER, and 0.02 counts/ see in the case of ZETA.
The surface roughness was then determined by Equation 2.4.1.
C.2 Tie-in with earlier measurements
In order to link up with the earlier measurements made by Len-
" en (Lenzen 78), a sample which lie measured (38A) was again exten-
sively investigated. Sample 38A is a gold-deposited Kanigen mirror,
0100 mm in diameter with roughness of circa 100 A and a correlation
length of circa 10 jim. Since small angles of incidence are necess-
ary in the case of the high energies applied later, we •nvestioated
angles down to 15 minutes of arc. In this range, special effects
were expected (shadings, multiple reflections). In Table II, these
measurements are compared with Lenzen's results.
TABLE II: Comparison with previous measurements
(41	
(ark -min)	 (it 1	 11	 "0
wavelength
0 1, o 117, 0. 11
	 0
O
Has i noo i-
	
11)	 '12 0
	
3	 3
	
11 ' ?	 90
0;
^Ioolrim 0
0
10 ,)x ;:', : rill
101 X '.I rvill
16 x -1 2 j 4tw
10 X 1:'!n"11
16 x 1 2 P.)Ni
1 0 1 X 3 2 mu'l
FTA
Ji	 e
platinum
GO I d	 1 OOPII)l	 14	 1
A20	 1
Gold	 1 OOPIRI 0	 15	 {'l 'A
There io good agreement. In the cacti of small incidence
ang,loo, the reculto are of a oomewhat higher ardor, but are riot
out of proportion, however, Even a change in the surfue over time
cannot be regarded as significant,
C,3 Extremely well-poliohed zerodur camplos
	
Z?7
TABLE 111. Summary of the measured zerodur samples
oample	 vapor de000it	 size	 meaourementz facilityl
W)ndo 1 Zerodur
Ronde 2
Ronde 3
121 
12113
R2A
12213
R 3
R 313
R4A
R4B
A
S2	 1 1
Within the scope of the AXAF 1 program for testing mirror mat-
erials u  polisnes ana also in conjunction with the 80 cm tele-
scope, the firm of C. Zeiss, Oberkochen ., manufactured plane mirrors
of very good quality with various kinds of surface finishes. Vor
this purpose, two zerodur disks were made first of all. They were
investigated in the MPE (disk 1, disk 2). Cut into rectangular
bars and with deposits of various materials, they were again returned
for subsequent testing in PANTER. Two gold covered zerodur mirrors
1 Advanced x-ray astrophysics facility
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k
manufactured earlier (A and B2) as well as an additional disk were
nteazured. In Table 111, the 3ampleo, materials and the number
of scattering measurements at the respective test facilities are
tabulated.
An objoative of this work was to check the assertions of the L98
scattering theory In rhe higher energy range also so as to make
p000iblu a subsequent shop test of the toleocopo in the air. The
rnerries necessary for this purpose range between 6 and 10 keV, and
the resulting critteal angles are in the neighborhood of 15 minutes
of are. The highest photon onorgieo to be followed up were 4.5 kov,
in the case of PANTER and 6.5 koV in the case of ZETA. In order to
obtain comparable statements, the following characteristic lines
were chosen:
0Ott — L	 13.3 A	 0.9 keV0
Al - K	 8.3 A	 1.5 keV
0Ti - K	 2.8 A0	 11.5 koV
Fe - K	 1.9 A	 6.5 keV
Incident angles between 10 and 150 minutes of arc were measured.
In the evaluation of raw data, essentially two effects appeared:
For these extremely flood samples, and the chosen geometry, the seat-
toring distribution lies about four powers of 10 below the opecular
maximum (cf. ^, igure C.1.1). However, in this range the direct beam
has a comparable halo (c f . D.1). But the measured scattering inten-
sity for some curves is lower than the comparable intensity in the
direct beam. As is shown explicitly in Chapter D.2 ., this effect
can be understood as a masking of the direct beam by the mirror.
If we plot the microroughness obtained by the process described in
C.1 against the ratio of the incidence angle to the wavelength.,
(which I shall henceforth call the "diffraction number"), then we
obtain not a constant, as might be expected, but a kind of hyper-
bola with a finite asymptote about which the measurement values are
more or less scattered. Figure V".3-1 shows this curve for the
example of the sample R2A.
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The rourhne okyo mea-0ured for large dIffraction number: io come-
what conotant, while the roughneoo meaourioa for om,,Ill ^Ilffraoticin
numboro riocoj dioproportionately hirh. This offect will be illum-
inated in D-5 from otill another of e,
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Figure C.3-1: Measured roughness of the sample R2A
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In Table IV, the computed surface roughness is tabulated for
all the measurements. An important result is the fact that the
scattering quota obey the surface scattering theory both in the
case of low energies (0.9-1.5 keV), as well as in the case of high
energies (4-5-6.5 keV) provided that the diffraction number exceeds
0circa five minutes of are/A. Thus, the microroughness measured in /31
the air at a shop would be comparable to the roughness occurring in
the subsequence range of application.
C.4 Improvemr, ,t of the test assembly	 Z12
The experience gained in the first measurement series at the
PANTER facility was put to use in improving the test assembly in
the further measurements at the ZETA facility following the disman-
tling of PANTER. In making the measurements, the essential sources
of error were the following, besides those described in D-3:
1. The stability of the primary flux from the x-ray source:
The intensity and possibly also the distribution of the direc-
tions of the x-ray emission varied due to a change in the press-
ure in the x-ray tube., to contamination of the antlicat-hode and
instabilities in the voltage supply.
2. The mechanical stability
The adjustment of the test assembly is extremely sensitive to
shocks. Even any wandering of the focus; on the anticathode can
cause changes in the intensity of the collimated direct beam.
3. Stray light in the facility.
it turns out that stray light which is probably reflected over
the beam tube walls flickers about in the facility. Its inten-
sity lies somewhere in the neighborhood of the expected stray
halo.
4. Beam interception by the mirror.
The projection surface of the mirror acts as a slit which has
a different opening for each angle of incidence (cf. C.2, D.3).
This leads to uncertainties when the direct beam is considered
later. Since the halo intensity of the direct and the reflected
beam is approximately equal, it is of decisive importance, where
25
ni-t.rrol,
and how the direct beam io out off. Both cannot be uniquely
determined by the measurements.
The errors described were substantially rectified ati follows:
Figure 0. 11.1 shown the general test aosombly and the newly mounted
c omporl on t a -	 is
111ollitoring counti'l , tube
loo
N,
"I Oull 01 0	 2 \\'I
Ll
dotoe t or
Figure	 1111J)POVOmont of the ineasuromont ootup
Ro 1:
A monitor counter tube was mounted in tile X-ray tubc ,
 near the
S ource. Its opening is so dosig,nod that the rogistore-d intensity
corresponds ap proximately to that of the test Counter tube in the
direct beam. Thus, variations in the intensity of the source and
in tile spectrum can be controlled. It turned out that normally the
variations were not substantially greater than 10% per day. In
unfavorable cases, principally due, to contaminat'lon, the source
spectrum varied markedly (cirea 30%).
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The error.,,',- mentioned here are purely statistical 
in 
nature and can
hardly be eliminated. However, it turned out that measurement,--,
mado at night and after lonp-or periods of continucus, operation
give rise to the least complications.
Re 3:
The beam tube was completely walled off by a large aluminum screen
between slit 2) and the mirror. Only one opening; 	 about 50 mm
romained free for ;he passage of the beam.
Re 11 :
In order to obtain a mea surable beam vooiiietry, independent of the
anr,le of inoidonce, a third slit, 0.8 mm wide, was mounted close
in front of the mirror. The profile of the direct beam is now
deflned In the balo by this, ,jperture. Diffraction on this slit
can be neglected. As lotir, ao the projected mirror surface is
broador than 0.8 mm., the direct beam and the specular direction of
the -cattoring distribution are equivalent.
After these corrections were made at the ZETA fficillty, tho
incidence-,angle dependent microrougbness affect occurrod again.
Hence, the cause Is clearly not to be found in the mirrors men-
tionod here.
D. Evaluation and results
	
/35
D.1 The direct beam
The direct beam displays extensive lobes near circa 10- 
11 
times
the central intensity. This effect is relatively independent of
the wavelength. To begin with, an attempt was made to explain
this profile as a consequence of diffraction at the collimator
slit. Figure D.1.1 is a sketch of the geometry of the simplified
model which was assumed for this purpose.
27
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Figure D.1.1; Geometry of the simplified model for calculating
the profile of the direct beam
x + 0 + Y
	
11.1.1
The origin is a homogeneously radiant surface.source such
that the slit 1 can be assumed to be a secondary surface source.
Lot P be a point source from the continuum in slit 1. Suppose
- tthat the distalice tea lit 2 is large enough so tha  the wave fronts
can be regarded as plane bore .,	 it is sufficient to apply the
Frounhofer refraction analysis in this instance. The intensity
at a point P 1 behind the second slit is:
(2 n 0 a
(2	 2	 11.1.2
/36
where q ;^J , Q	 From 4.1.1, it follows that
sin 2 (2 I-E()(x 	 0- 1, -y_)_).	 4.1D (x	 tz	 + - -	 .3
(2 R Q (.-.+ P + Y )
To obtain it from the intensity due to the surface source, it is
sufficient to integrate over $, since the source may be regarded
as incoherent:	
PO
S i 11
2
 (2. it QJX_+ '
 +' Y
1) (x, Y ) -
1	 (2 T11 Q (N-1	 4.1.4
Finally, in order to obtain the entire intensity accumulated in
the counter tube slit, we integrate with respect to y:
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This integral can be represented by a power series, but the
result is unfavorable for numerical treatment. The integral was
evaluated for two wave lengths. Figure D.1.2 shows the measured
0	 0
direct beams for X = 8.3 A and for X = 1.9 A, together with the
corresponding calculated theoretical diffraction profiles. As is
evident, the lobes of the direct beam are satisfactorily explained
by diffraction.
The nucleus is not correctly reproduced by this calculation.
Evidently, the photographed focus is by no means homogeneous, so
that deviations occur in the nucleus. The assumption of the
Fraunhofer diffraction also is not strictly valid in the nucleus.
An analytic form of the direct; beam which is as simple as
possible is necessary for the fitting procedure described in Chap-
ter D.3, It turns out that a good approximation to the measured
points can be obtained by means of a linear combination of a
Gaussian curve for the nucleus and a Lorenz curve for the diffrac-
tion halo (cf. Figure D.1.3).
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Figure D.1.2. The measured direct beam for two wavelengths and
the corresponding calculated theoretical diffraction profiles.
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D (n) = a G W + b L W
A
4 . 1 .8	 1!3-9
where
G (X) =
	
	
1
--,	 x2 /P Ot i	 4.1.9
f2 nI
L(x) :;-- 1
-ic^i	 4.1.10
+
a + b t7,- 1	 4.1.12
1	 A
qqY
	
OFF	 Wi 'W^IE,'11
Figure D-1-3. The measured direct beam and the analytic curve
fitted to it in accordance with 4.1.8.
TABLE V. The quantities which determine the direct beam
facility 0 q	 44-
PANTER	 76.3	 2P',	 0.18	 O.o.
ZETA	 86.1	 445	 0.95	 0.01*
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D.2 The convolution of the direct beam and the scatterinC halo
In the derivation of the ocatterins distribution in B.2 and
B-3 the point of departure was an incident plane wave. This
breaks down In the specular delta-function ., its Fourier transform.
However, in the collimator geometry described in C.1 1 the direct
beam is not p lane but has an angle distribution treated in D.l.
According to 4.1.8, It can be approximated by
1) ( p) - 	 p	 + 1,) 1, ( p)	 where ^t; ( %P	 L ( T) dtPf
(P
	d T
+	 4)	 4.2.1
r
where
(10)	 (To;
The measured scatt'er-ljic distribution is now the convolution of
the direct beam and ti l e slit image function:
	
Str ( P ) _-, I ( +p) G) D ( tP. )	 4.2.2
The convolution obeys the distributive law and preserves the norm:
Str ( tP ) r--P d (4)) (DD (^) 	 • F S '111 (,P)6)G (,P) + rs bll(cp)(D 14,P) 	4.2.3
Tho convolution of the delta function leaves an arbitrary function
Invariant:	 ("0
15 (x) (D f (X)	 6(y)f(y-x)dy - f(x)
0	 4.2.4
Since according to D
- 1 , b <--,a and F << F	 h6ld (for small
	
S	 d
scattering), F,*b is vanishingly small. From F
.	 P s (1-b)^r sfollows:
Str ( eD ) = F1 d D( 4) ) + P S 1](4)) ta	 4.2.5
Here the first term represents the coherent reflected specular com-
ponent and the second term corresponds to the incoherent scattered
component. Now if the halo H(q)) has a much broader angle distri-
bution than the nucleus of the direct beam G(^) ,  then G(^) can be /40
approximated by Vq)), so that consequently .,	 jj(^))	 jj.-O)
Thus, the measured distribution can be represented finally as the
sum of the direct beam and the halo:
32
S tr ( ^p 	V,	 11.2.6
D-3 Curve fitting by the method of least squares	 /41
Despite the enormously small scattering component in the
case of good samples--the intensity in the halo was situated in
the neighborhood of 0.1 to 1 counts/sec--and the associated bad
photon statistics, it was desirable to be able to make statement.,.)
about the correlation lengths and to remove the error in deterinin-
Ing the scattering component resulting from the exponential extra-
polation in the nucleus.
For this purpose, a method was applied in which the exact slit
image function was fitted to the measurement points of a single
measurement, assuming an exponential autocorrelation function with
different parameters a and T. After the measurements were evaluated
according to this method, it turn out that very different values of
the parameters a and T resulted from the individual measurements on
a sample. Particularly in the case of measurements involving diPf-
0raction numbers smaller than 5 minutes of are/A--which were out of'
place even in the evaluation of the raw data--the miororoughness
was too high by a factor of 10 and the correlation lengths by a
factor of 100. The removal of these uncertainties requires a pro-
cedure In which all the measurements on a sample are summarized in
weighted form and a,T are dealt with in a single parametric repre-
sentation. Here we shall explain the i,,ost important program steps.
As shown in Chapter C.4, the mirror acts as a slit: In pro-
portion to the projected surface, it screens out a part of the direct
beam, Figure D-3.1 shows the geometry and the quantities used in
the following analysis. It is assumed that beams whose divergence
exceeds d o are not reflected from the mirror.
=	 sin,-t	 4.3.1tan 60	 C
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slit 2	 mirror
Figure D.3.1; Screening out the direct be pin by the mirror
Therefore, in the program the intensity of the direct beam
outside 6 0
 was equated to zero. Here a possible diffraction on
the edges of the mirror and the integrating effect of the counter
tube slit were neglected. Both effects produce a flatter decrease.
It was also assumed that the mirror was symmetrically illuminated
as a general principle.
Next, the measurement points Wi), YM) were normalized in
order to obtain a representation consistent with 2. 11-3. For this
purpose, the integral under the scattering curve was approximated
according to the procedure described in Chapter C.l: The rec-
tangles of height y(i) and width x(i+l)-x(i) were summed and sub-
sequently extrapolated exponentially outwards. When the counter
rates y(i) were divided by the integral thus obtained.
Since normally the true maximum of the specular beam will not
be attained exactly, a zero point displacement had to be fitted to
the curves. On the average, this amounted to 0.1 minutes of arc
which corresponds to approximately the half width of the direct beam.
According to 4.2.6, the form of the direct beam must be repro- /43
duced exactly in the scattering curve. However, three different
effects can cause a deformation:
34
ir tne coiiimator oiiu ana tne counter tuuo slit are not pre-
cisely parallel to each other, a widening of the beam can result.
If the normal from the mirror to the plane defined by slit 2 and
the counter tube slit has an inclination angle of 90 0 -c, then the
i.o.'o.tge of olit 2 is tilted through an angle of 2e in the counter
tube plane. This, too, leads to a broadening of the specular beam.
If the mirror has long-wave unevenne*zeD (in the range SL/2), then
the form of the direct beam io also changed. Statistical matching
errors result in broadening, while concave mirrors constrict the
nucleus. All three of the errors mentioned here appeared in the
measurement* so that it was necessary to introduce a deformation
parameter, V. In this connection, it was assumed that only the
variance oe the Gaussian function defined in D.1 changes, whereas
the diffraction-dominated halo of the direct beam does not change.
In the case of the individual measurements, the parameter V ranged
between 0.8 and 2.5. To be sure, it turned out that in the case of
a bad adjustment of the sample (V=2.5), the Gaussian curve was not
preserved and the nucleus in rpaticular was no lon	 mmetrical.ger syI ---	 Q3	 .1
This led to a general error of circa 10% in determining the inte-
gral and the associated normalization.
To each measurement point y(i) was assigned an intrinsic error
y., and the following error analysis was employed:
The normalized stray flux is determined in accordance with yi=(c-u)
Is, where c is the counter rate of the individual measurement point,
u is the background in the given case and s is the integral over
the measurement points. From the Poisson statistics of the counter
rates, the statistical error of the individual measurement point
amounts to:
Y i (stat) C 4- U +	 U ) 2 As 2S	 C	 2
	
S	 4.3,,2
Yi is compared with the theoretical curve:
	Str i = 4 k3 a3 02 T a(l)	 4.3.3
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All
a(l) is a factor of order of magnitude 1 which can be neglected
in this analysis; hence, it suffices to consider the error in the
preractoro. An error in Str, results;
Str,	 2
FkA	 ASt	 3	
k 2 
+ A
	
4 . 4N
llence, the error in the individual measurement point is
Ank	 A a
y	 4 11 4 (C-W	 +	 +	 4.3.5
As described above, As/a is approximately 10%. The applied
radiation was not purely monochromatic. The finite energy resolv-
ing power of the counter tube imposes the condition that the
increments from the continuum radiation and other characteristic
lines be admixed. The estimated error Ak/k is about 8%. The
error in the angle of incidence is determined by the adjustment
procedure described in 0.1. The mirror and the optical axis were
parallel to within 1.5 minutes of are. The calibration between the
motor step width and the angle of incidence contains an error of
1%. According to C.11, time variations can be neglected.
Thus ,  a normalized measurement point has an absolute error
amounting to
C + U + (C-11) 2 (0.08 + 20.'-) 5/ a"')Y i	 '^  f	 4.3.7
when the angle of incidence is expressed in minutes of are.
Next, for the entire batch of measurements ., a reduced chi-
square formula was defined:
M	 11.	 Y
2	 1	 2
X red 
7
j=1 ^'^m  	 ^Yij	 4.3.8	 /45
where m is the number of measurements, ni the number of measure-
ment points in each case, and f 	
M h 7
	2	
is the number
of degreds of freedom.
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Trio chi-square contour lines in
plane (a,T)Figure D-3-3:
10116.11))
the parameter
In the parameter plane (crT), the diotribution of the re-
duced abi -oquare war calculated and investigated for minima, For
reaoono to be diocuooed in Chapter D.6, only the meaourement pointo
outoide of t^^ minutoo of tire and only meacuremento with diffraction
numbero b are minuteo/A were uoed. For a larse numl l t •r of degoreoo
of freedom the probability distribution of the reduced chi-square
converto into a Gauocian curve with mean value 1 and I/e width
	
r
-1	 2
	
V 14'1 r,  	 Tho distance of the calculated minimum X from 1,
measured in v unito provWeu a meaoure of the Soodneoo of the theo-
rotical model used (Bovington 69).
Figure V.3-3 dioplayo the chi-square contour liner-, 
In the
((;,T) plane in the care of the oamplo ,
 zerodur A, Her,a the minimum
X2 it 0.992 per de6ree of freedom which arguoo in favor of the cor-
ructneoo of the model uoed.
The valuo of X 2 red (min) is, not correspondingly good for all /46
the samples measured. The deviations from 1 scatter between 0 and 5v.
The two innermost contour lines in Figure D.2-3 have the res-
pective values	 x 2 
rod 
(Jilin) 4	 and	
On i n) 4 4	 f
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Those two Ourfaceo furnish the so-called 50% and90confident
Nrange (Lampton 76). With a roOpective probability of 50% and 90%,
the true values of the given paramotero in the indicated ranges.
Thus, we obtain for t  first time a very good estimate for the
error in the calculated surface paramet pro. In this (boot) ease,
the resulto are
0
T - 2.	 (10 1)
D.4 Various autocorrolation functions 	 /_LV_1
For large-ocale scattering (go>>l) the scattering diotribu-
t1on io not simply proportional to the power spectrum of the our-
face, but the interrelationship in 2.2.6 must be resolved directly.
Since we are here interested in only the slit image function of
the mirror, we can integrate the point image function over y:
d T
YY'r d 'P	 Ir	 4.4.1
Applying 4.4.1 to 2.2.6. we obtain on the right side the double
integral;
I C 
(p) z	 IT O(v1XY -C )dy CIII(T)Ikll	
4.4.2
For	 the argument of the Bessel function vxy can be replaced
by (cf. 2.2.2);
- 
k ^_a 
2 
+VXY'.
	 4.4.3
where a is defined by
k a ­- k tp ( v. + pl 2 ) ­- v 
x ( 
Y 0)	 4.4.4
Then in 4.4.2, the integration over T can be carried out
I= . 	 c	 'r1	 os ( ka) C M CO d'EC	 KI	 4.4.5
This integral, which is a kind of Fourier transform of higher order.,
will be computed in the sequel for various autocorrelation func-
tions:
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1. From an exponential autocorrelation function (2. 14.4), we
obtain:	 Tn1
xe - mk 1+(-kaT ) 2	 14,4.6
2. From a Gaussian type autocorrelation function (2.4.5), we
obtain:
10 ...	 T exp (—(y^t )2)	 4.4.7
3. From a Lorenz-type autocorrelation function:
1
1 + (T/T)^2
there results
	 m,.
I a T x3 ( — Tk (R ^)	 (2m 1-2 ) 4 ! (2Tk la l i lC ( m_1) + 22 m-1 	
( b1^ 1 } -^3 ._
	 4.4.81=0
Then the total slit image function is described by:
00
1 (
ciz )	 e—q	 (,D)
 + 
2F`2	
mm ^^ ()	 14.4 ,. 9_I r d	 ri=-1
according to 2.2.6. The measurements on the bad sample 38A des-
cribed in C.2 were processed according to the procedure described
in D.3 where for each of the three different estimates,, the exact
slit image function according to 4.3.9 was applied. A X 2 -test
showed that the data of the entire batch of measurements could be
well represented by an exponential autocorrelation function, while
a Gaussian-type or Lc,,enz-type correction can be excluded.
Table V shows the results of this comparison. For each of
the assumed autocorrelation functions, the optimum surface para-
meters are found in columns 2 and 3, and the minimum X 2 attained
is in column 4.
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Figure D.4.1, using the example of a measured scattering dis-
tribution, shows the optimum curves for the respective autocorrel-
ation functions. The scattering distribution is best approximated
by the curve generated by an exponential correlation. The deviations
for small scattering angles (a`^``p ) are caused by shading effects.
/48
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autocovVelatiOn function 	 (A) T	 [4m) X2 rod (mi ll
Gaiwolari-type 61+	 19 4 + 3 5.17
oxvorluntial 864-	 10 11	 +	 6 1.50
Lorenz-type 68+ 22 4 + 2 3.38
Table V: X ) -Lest for various autocorrelation funct,lQns.
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Figure D.4.1: The measured scattering distribution for the
sample 38A with a = 60 arcminutes, ^= 8.3 AD , and the theoreti-
cal curves fitted to it for various autocorrelation functions.
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D.5 ResLilts of the fitting procedure for small scatterinr,-
In the special case or small scattering (g 0<<l),l  the simple
expression for the slit image function according to 2.4.3 can be
used. Assuming an exponential autocorrelation function, the one-
dimensional power spectrum W I (v)  can be read off directly from
2.4.6. Taking into account 4.2.7 and 11. 11.4, we have finally:
TI- ot)) 1)	 4	 '41	 4.5.1
r
When this slit image function is used with the fitting procedure
described in Chapter D-3, then a parametric representation can be
found for each measured sample with sufficient statistics which is
a good fit in the stray lobes for diffraction numbers smaller than
05 minutes of arc/A. The screening of the direct beam described in
D-3 is again to be found in the measurements. In some curves, even
in asymmetric Illumination can be detected.
In summary, it can be stated here that the stray lobes beyond
0
± 5 m1nutes of are in the case of microroughness down to 2.5 A, and
for all energies used, can be very well described by the surface
scattering theory with an exponential formulation for the covariance
function. The resulting; microroughness and correlation lengths are
presented in Table VI and Figure D.5.1. Assuming a uniform correl-
ation length for all samples, we find: T = 2.3 ± 0.6 pin. Some
examples of measured scattering curves and the theoretical distri-
butions fitted to them are shown in Figure D.5.2.
41
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Figure D.5-1: Summary of the results of the fitting procedure
for all zerodur samples plotted against the statistical weight
of the individual measuremc-nt series.
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Figure D.5.2: Some examples of measured scattering distributions
and the theoreticab curves fitted to them for the same R2A when
X = 8.3 A, a = 3.8 A, T = 2.0 um
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[A)	 correlation
'th 
L
long
a I ,,, k	 1 2.6 + 0.5 7 + 6
Risk	 2 4 . 3 + 0.7 3 ± 3
Zerodur A 4.9 + 0.1 2.9+ 0.3
Zorodur R1A 2.9 + 0.3 5.0+ 2.6
Zorodur R2A 3.8 + 0.1 2.04.	 0.6
Zorodur R3A 2.4 + 0.1 2.6+ 0.7
Zorodur R3B 2.3 + 0.2 3.'4+	 1.4
Zarodur R4A 2.7 + 0.1 3.0+	 1.1
Zer-dur B2 2.7 + 0.1 3.o+	 1.1
Table VI: Results of the fitting procedure,
D.6 Deviations in the kernel of the scatterinE, distribution
In this chapter, we shall consider in detail the ranges
0qj<± 5 aramin and a/X< 5 arcmin/A which were excluded in D.4. As
can be seen in Figure D.5.2, in a range of several minutes of are,
the measured points in all cases lie above the calculated curves.
The resulting, triangle, as will be shown, cannot be explained by
scattering.
First of all, we shall attempt to represent the dependence on
the parameters angle of incidence and wavelength. The effect is
to be characterized by the following quantities: S e specifies the
relative intensity in %, aiid 0 is the I/e-width in minutes of arc.
In order to express the characteristic quantities, the excess inten-
sity was characterized by a Gaussian curve, whose parameter was
fitted to the measured points, while the optimal quantities a and
T, determined according to Chapter D-5, were held fixed. If e is
smaller than circa 0.5 minutes of arc, and if Se is smaller than
circa 10%, then the excess disappears under the specular reflected
beam and its characteristic quantities can on l y be determined as
44V
upper limits. The results of this procedure are pi
Table VII.
Due to the meager information about this erfec
- 11 ____ I—
photon statistics, the limited resolution in the nucleus, and the
possibly non-optimum fitting by means of a Gaussian curve, the
spectrum of the'
	 is varied. However, by way of summary, we
can say: The I/e-width is in no instance substantially greater
than 2 minutes of arc and the relative intensity does not exceed
30	 When the wavelength is constant, 5 e increases somewhat as the
angle or Incidence decreases, while 0 remains approximately con-
00stant. For the wavelengths 8.3 A and 13.3 A, the behavior is
approximately the same, while in the case of small wavelengths,
the triangle seems to disappear, or 0 becomes so small that the
excess intensity is hidden under the specular reflected beam.
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In order to be able to make somewhat more n,recise statements,
I have averaged the available quantities from Table VII over the
various angles of incidence and the different samples and have
thus obtained the generalized quantities Se
 
M and OM:
A	 3.3	 8.3	 2.8	 2.4	 1.9wavelength	 1 0 1 1
Se(I)
	
1.6	 1.7	 1,6
[arc min ]	 0.9	 1 .1	 0.4	 0.3	 0.5
A possible interpretation of these results is that the inten-
sity of this excess is always approximately equal in size, and only
the angle distribution varies with the energy, i.e., becomes smaller
with larger energies. If we assume that approximately-10% of the
triangle, =i.e., about 0.2% of the relative intensity outside of
t 2 minutes of are will be seen,,then the scattering distribution
0for a/X < 5 arcmin/A is dominated by the nucleus: The smaller the
surface scattering, the more the nucleus grows. This is how we can
also understand the increase in the "microroughness" when the
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the diffraction numbers decrease, as was described in Chapter 0.11,
A similar triangle is also visible in the case of other
samples and other test assemblies. Thus, similar effects, which
are not explanable by the scattering theory, have shown up in
Uonzen's and my measurements on the sample 38A (Lenzen 78, C.1),
the calibration measurements on the 32 cm Wolter telescopes
(Ondrusch 78), as well as the calibration measurements in Hunts-
ville (Zombeck 80) on one of these 32 cm telescopes.
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Next, we shall discuss some mechanicins which could be utJl-
ized to explain the observations in question. In particular,
these are
1. A second scattering distribution in the nucleus-,
2. Tangent errors;
3. Thomson scattering;
4. Shading and multiple reflections;
5. Inadequacies in the test assembly.
Re 1: The surface could possess a second component of the rough-
ness which is dominant for small diffraction numbers and which is
hidden in some way under the nucleus when the diffraction numbers
are larger so that it simulates the constancy described above. We
shall now show that this is not the case.
According to 2.4.3, in the limiting case, the following coridi-
tion must hold for any two scattering distributions:
I (ka, ^P) = c 3 1 (c k a, #c)	 4.5.1
Where I denotes the stray halo of the slit image function, and c
denotes the ratio of the two diffraction numbers. Random tests
when measuring small diffraction numbers have shown that this con-
dition is not satisfied
.
, i.e. ,, that the excess intensity is, there-
fore, not caused by scatterin,,.
Re 2: The obvious explanation for the triangle inthe nucleus would
be a reflection on the unevennesses of the surface due to the beam
4-7
It
M
optica. In this case, the diEtribution of the surface gradients
would be expressed with doubled width in the split image function.
According to the results from Table VI, we should thus expect that
about 2% of the surface would have a gradient distribution with a
width of circa 0.5 minutes of are. In optics such effects are
known as so-called matching errors, deviations from a plane surface
which impair the resolving power of a mirror by broadening the upec-
ular 6-function. In order to study their influence on the scatter-
ing distribution in the x-ray range, such matching errors were mea-
Dured in several mirrors, For this purpose, the interferences of /58
equal thickness were determined on some mirrors using a Fizeau Inter-
ferometer from the firm of Carl Zeiss, Figure D.6.1 shows these
interferonce specimens for two samples. From the bending of the
bands, we can conclude directly the extent of the deviation of the
surface from the plane in units of the length of the incident wave.
In the most unfavorable case (on the left in the fifure: zerodur
A), this is about 1pm. When the correlation length is circa 50 m-m
(half the length of the sample), there is a maximum rise of about
5 seconds of are. In the case of the other measurod samples (to
the right in the figure: disk 3), the matching errors were at most
1 second of are. The interference figures do not change when the
samples are clamped in the holder provided,
Figure D.6.1: ILterferences of equal thickness in the ease of two
samples, using an He-Ne laser (from the firm of C. Zeiss, Ober-
kochen). On the left: zerodur A; on the right: zerodur disk 3.
0The vertical resolution for this method is circa 500 A, the
Later 1, circa 1 cm. Thus ,, miatching errors in the conventional
sense cannot be responsible for the triangle in the nucleus. The
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cause lies rather in the carder of magnitude of tho direct beam
divergence. However, no statement is made concerning tangent
errors which are smaller than the lower limits ;Mated above.
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Re 3: The remaining possible explanations are somewhat more far-
fetched, and provide only indirect hints about the nature of possi-
ble deviations from the scattering theory. however, for the salve
of comple teness, they are also enumerated here.
In order to estimate the Thomson scattering, the effective
cross--section of x--ray radiation on geld atoms is analyzed. The
scattering Bross -section for a single electron is about 0.6 barn at
1 kcV.	 It increases approximately as Z 2 , so that for gold se obtain
a value of 3.7 x 10 3
 barn/atom, which is consistent with the effec-
tive cross -section for coherent scattering of 4.0x10 3
 barn/atom
(Atomic Data 73). When this is multiplied by the density of gold,
we obtain a diffusion coefficient of p = 240 cm-1 . Lenzen (Lenzen
73) calcualtud a penetration depth of circa 20 A
0
 over a wide range
of wavelengths and incidence angles. However, the actual distance,
0
s, which is covered in the material is 20 A/tan a. Thus, in the
case of an incidence angle of 15 minutes of arc, s is about 4000
0
A. Hence, the intensity of the scattering into the half-space is
0.55% at 1 keV. Analogously 1.44% scattering intensity is obtained
at 10 keV. However, since Thomson scattering is distributed quasi--
isotropically, the portion falling into the observed solid angle
is only 10-7 . Therefore, bulk scattering can be neglected in com-
parison to small -angle scattering, whereas in the integral reflec -
tivity, it must definitely make itself felt.
Re 4: In order to estimate the possible consequences of shading
effects and multiple reflections of an equal order of magnitude,
the Parthometer measurement described in B.5 was analyzed. A beam
tracking program calculated for each given angle of incidence, the
illuminated parts of the surface, its vertical distribution and
correlation function. It turned out that the normally distributed
surface is again normally distributed in the case of partial shading,
although the width of the distribution (and thus the microroughness)
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becomes somewhat smaller in the case of a decreasing angle of
incidence. The correlation length as well as the mean value of
the surface increase then. However, significant shading effects
first showed up beginning with an incidence angle of circa 15 /^O
minutes of are, about five times the rise derived from the sur-
face parameters. Since the anticipated rises in the case of the
well polished samples were situated still lower, the shading and
multiple reflection effects cannot play any larger role in the
nucleus. On the other hand, the deviations visible in Figure
D.4.1 for small reflection angles can be traced back to chadLng
effects.
Rte,: The inadequacies in the test assembly described in C.4,
especially the possible stray light in the installation could be
the cause of deviations. As described in C.4, the test assembly
at the ZETA facility was substantially improved. With the changed
layout the sample zeroduv A was measured a second time. The com-
parison of the data obtained with diffor-ent facilities and a diff-
erent toot assembly di3closoo two things:
1. When the diffraction numbers are greater than 5 minutes
0of are/A, the scattering curves as well as the micro-
roughness and the correlation lengths determined by the
fitting procedure are equal within the limits of measure-
ment accuracy.
2. For small diffraction numbers, there are no possibilities
of direct comparison; however, the excess intensity could
be somewhat hiS1 , ^ for the measurements made at the ZETA
facility.
Besides the proof of the reproducibility of the scattering
measurements, the conclusion is admissible that the deviations in
the nucleus were not caused by the inadequac ies in the test assembly
described in 0.4. The triangle in the nucleus appears, however, to
depend on the geometry involved in the layout of the test assembly.
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E. sLea"11%Y
With the two x-ray
MPE 170 scattering; meal _._
at wave lengths between 1$.6 A and 1.9 A and for incidence angloo
between 5 and 150 minutes of are. The slit imag e function was
measured chiefly for reflection angloo between *20 minutoo of are.
It turned out that the fundamental goals of thi,-- research,
namely, on the one hand to improve the diagnosis of measurements
of rough surfaces, and on the other hand, to inve tigate tre y
 posoi-
bili'vy of a bench test of the 80 cm telescope at high enevgieo ., and
whQtbor both objectives could be pursued with the same means. 1P
e.g., we increase the incident photon energy, i.e., if we reduce
the wavelength of the incident waves, then we become sensitive to
smaller structures on the surface. Like all diffraction processes,
scattering is also dependent solely on the ratio of the angle of
incidence to the wavelength. In the text, this ratio is called the
diffrai3tion number. How^jver, since the critical angle of the exter-
nal total reflection of x-ray beams is approximately proportional
to the wavelength, as the wavelength decreases, the incident beam
must be flatter in order to obtain sufficient reflectivity, i.e.,
the diffraction number remains approximately constant. Thus, no
improvement in diagnosis is possible via higher energies.
Nevertheless ,  to attain both goals, as broad gage a measure
ment program as possible was set up. On as many samples as possi-
ble ., small as well as large Incidence angles and wavelengths were
suitably permuted. In order to obtain good photon statistics even
in the case of well polished samples, it was necessary to extend
substantially the time spent in the measurement process.
To describe the x-ray scattering measurements, the Raleigh
vector perturbance theory was used after it had been
determined that with regard to the special case of small roughness
involved in this paper ,, the vector perturbance theory is equivalent
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to the scalar ourface scattering theory used in the prev ou	 a 6
papers from thin institute, The basic assertion of both theory
to that the point image function io directly proportional to the
power spectrum of the surface.
In order to evaluate the series of meaouremento, a procedure
was developed in which all measurement; on a sample were collect-
ively weighted and treated with a single parametric ropreoentation
for microroughn000 and correlation lonoth. A detailed error anal-
yolo makes it possible for the first time to determine together
with the microroughnooz the correlation length of a sample also an
well an the error in the two surface parameters.
Clearly, the moot important finding of this research is the
conclusion that the results obtained for low energies (0.9-1.5 QV)
aro in rood agreement with the result* obtained with high energies
(4-5-6.5 QV), provided that the diffraction numbers are larger
0than circa 5 minutoo of are/A. Under those assumptions, the ocat-
tering properties of a telescope meaoured in the air in a shop
test should be entirely comparable with the properties manifoot
in the: subsequent range of application.
In the case of small diffration numbers, an effect showed up
which casts now light on the rating of x-ray mirrors by means of
their scattering properties. In the range between , = H minutes
of are the measurement points lie without exception above the cal-
culated curves. The residues can be characterized by Gausoian
curve; whose intensity and angle distribution are only weakly
dependent on wavelength and angle of incidence. Therefore, the
excess intensity cannot be explained by scattering. This effect is
important, since on the one hand, the oxpected astrophysical dust
dispersion halos lie in -ie same angle range (H. Spielgelhaner,
private communication), and on the other hand, the resolving power
of the mirror can be reduced by the continuing excess intensity ^/061
under the nucleus.
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PA valid and crogant explanation for this effect still does
not exist. The most obvious interpretation remains as before a
reflection from long-wave irregularities (correlation Lengths
between 10 pm and l cm), whose flanks are circa l minute of arc
steep. More precise information about the nature of this effect
could result from a very exact two-dimensional measurement of the
nucleua, Such an investigation is in preparation at the present
time at the MPE. Unfortunately, it falls timewise outside the
scope of the present paper. In order to clarify the range of the
power spectrum which is inaccessible to both optical and x-ray
optical measurements, it would be desirable to make a sensitive
Perthometer measurement of a well-polished sample (Bennet 1979).
In order to accomplish this, it would be necessary to improve tht
technology of stylus measurements.
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